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Abstract 

With the high penetration of various sustainable energy sources, the control and protection of Microgrids has become a 

challenging problem considering the inherent current limitation feature of inverter-based Distributed Generators (DGs) and the 

bidirectional power flow in Microgrids. In this paper, a hybrid control and protection scheme is proposed, which combines the 

traditional inverse-time overcurrent protection with the biased differential protection for different feeders with different kinds of 

loads. It naturally accommodates various control strategies such as P-Q control and V-f control. The parameter settings of the 

protection scheme are analyzed and calculated through a fast Fourier transform algorithm, and the stability of the control strategy 

is discussed by building a small signal model in MATLAB. Different operation modes such as the grid-connected mode, the 

islanding mode, and the transitions between these two modes are ensured. A Microgrid model is established in PSCAD and the 

analysis results show that a Microgrid system can be effectively protected against different faults such as the single phase to 

ground and the three phase faults in both the grid-connected and islanded operation modes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Sustainable energy based Distributed Generators (DGs) such 

as wind turbines, PV modules, and fuel-cells shows 

environmental advantages when compared with conventional 

energy sources such as fossil fuels and have been widely 

utilized [1]-[3]. With the high penetration of various 

sustainable energy sources, Microgrids have been proposed to 

integrate multiple DGs and loads for different operation 

conditions [4]-[7].  

Compared with the simple radial connection of conventional 

power systems, Microgrids have become complicated due to 

their multiple-source structure [8-10]. Thus, conventional 

protection schemes are ineffective in Microgrids because fault 

current becomes bidirectional and changeable due to the 

existence of multiple DGs. In traditional power systems, fault 

current is unidirectional and decreased along the feeder. The 

short-circuit capacity is enlarged and the current path can even 

reverse due to the cross-connection of DGs and different faults 

types. Considering the wide use of inverters, fault current is 

limited to 2 times of the rated current, which is much lower 

than fault current with the conventional protection scheme. 

Microgrids show distinct faults characteristics in the 

grid-connected mode and in the islanding mode. Furthermore, 

Microgrids are open to new DGs due to their plug-and-play 

capability. In addition, the dynamic output characteristics of 

DGs are unpredictable. All of these factors add to the difficulty 

in the control and protection of Microgrids.  

In the control of Microgrids, the concept of peer-to-peer is 

used to ensure that no critical components are specified such as 

a master controller or a central storage unit [11]. In Microgrids, 

different modes such as grid-connected mode and islanding 

mode are included. Therefore, different control strategies such 

as the P-Q control and V-f control are used [12]. The impact 

of operation mode transitions on critical loads and DGs is 

discussed in [13]. However, the conventional methods for 

distributed power systems show poor flexibility and 

expansibility in terms of Microgrid control, the worst case 

being a system collapse. 

For the protection of Microgrids, extra devices or 

components such as Fault Current Limiters (FCLs) are 

commonly used. For instance, Static Series Compensators 

(SSCs) are often inserted in the main grid side and overcurrent 

relays can detect decreased fault current for both the 

grid-connected mode and islanded mode [14]. Energy storage 

devices are used to facilitate fault current detection especially 

in the islanded mode [15]. Considering the coordination 

problem between the fuse and the recloser in Microgrids, a 

microprocessor based recloser has been applied [16]. FCLs are 

connected in series with DGs to restrict the fault current [17, 



18]. Furthermore, the effects of different arrangements of 

SFCLs on different fault scenarios in Microgrids [19] are 

analyzed. However, additional components are required, which 

add to the system cost and affect the normal operation of 

Microgrids. 

Another method is to analyze the fault characteristics of fault 

currents in Microgrids and modify the conventional protection 

schemes. In [20], the phase faults in lines, adjacent lines and 

branch lines are analyzed and summarized. The characteristics 

of the fault currents of DGs controlled by P-Q and V-f for 

different modes are analyzed in [21]. In [22], an adaptive over 

current protection is used for distribution feeders by changing 

the pickup current of the relays. In [23], a relay with a new 

computing algorithm is designed to improve the reliability and 

adaptability of Microgrids. However, these methods are 

complicated when it comes to practical implementation. In [24, 

25], current components are analyzed to separate the fault 

current with traditional overcurrent protection. However, this 

method is ineffective for symmetrical faults. A comparison 

between directional overcurrent protection and distance 

protection is conducted in [26]. This study indicates that 

directional overcurrent protection is preferred since the fault 

current entering and leaving the feeder is easily detected and 

compared. In [27], a Microgrid system is simulated by using 

differential relays in either the grid-connected or islanded 

modes for single phase to ground faults. However, the 

performance of this method for other kinds of faults has not 

been discussed. 

In this paper, a hybrid control and protection scheme 

combining the traditional inverse-time overcurrent protection 

with the biased differential protection is proposed. The 

conventional inverse-time overcurrent protection is used to 

protect feeders without DGs, while the biased differential 

protection is applied to feeders with DGs. Since the biased 

differential protection depends on measuring the current in two 

sides of the protected area, it can detect the bidirectional fault 

current caused by DGs. In addition, the operating parameters of 

the biased differential protection can be set and modified 

according to practical situations easily due to the development 

of the microcomputer protection. Therefore, the application of 

the biased differential protection to a Microgrid is flexible. 

Because the biased differential protection is only responsible 

for faults in the protected area, and it cannot detect faults that 

occur out this area. Therefore, the parameter settings of the 

biased differential protection do not need to cooperate with the 

parameter settings of the other protection schemes that are used 

to protect adjacent devices in the unprotected area of the biased 

differential protection. Consequently, a combination of the 

inverse-time overcurrent protection and the biased differential 

protection can minimize the changing of the main grid and the 

total cost when a Microgrid is connected to the main grid. In 

addition, the Microgrid can be more stable and safer under the 

proposed scheme.         

In order to verify the proposed control strategy and 

protection scheme, a Microgrid model is established in this 

paper. The parameter settings of the control strategy and the 

protection scheme are discussed and calculated by a fast 

Fourier transform algorithm and a small signal analysis 

through MATLAB. The Microgrid model is simulated 

through PSCAD under a single phase to ground fault (most 

common) and a three phase fault (most serious). From the 

simulation results, it can be seen that the proposed scheme is 

able to effectively detect and isolate different kinds of faults in 

both the grid-connected and islanded operating modes. 

II. MICROGRID CONTROL 

A typical Microgrid system is shown in Fig.1, which 

includes two DGs and three loads. The Microgrid can be 

connected or disconnected from the main grid by changing the 

state of the PCC (Point of Common Coupling), and the SS 

(Static Switch) is used to smoothly change the operating mode 

of the Microgrid. The parameters of the system are presented in 

Table I. 

In this Microgrid system, DG1 is a photovoltaic module, and 

DG2 is a micro gas turbine. The photovoltaic module is 

controlled by Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT), and 

the PV is connected in series with a battery. Therefore, the 

output power of the PV can be stored in the battery, and the 

output power from the PV can be regarded as constant in this 

case. 
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Fig.1. A typical Microgrid system. 

A. P-Q and V-f control strategies 

In the grid-connected mode, two DGs are controlled by the 

P-Q control method. As a result, the active power and reactive 

power of the DGs are keep constant for the steady state, and 

the voltage and frequency of the system are regulated by the 

main grid. When a fault is detected in the main grid, the 

operation mode of the Microgrid is changed to the islanded 

mode. DG2 is still controlled by the P-Q method. However, the 

control method of DG1 is switched to the V-f control in order 

to maintain the stability of the voltage and frequency in the 

Microgrid, and to keep the balance of the power flow. The 

detailed control principles of the P-Q control and the V-f 

control are illustrated in Fig.2 and Fig.3, respectively. 

As shown in Fig.2, the P-Q control strategy relies on 

calculating the current reference and then regulating the current 

to control the inverters through pulse-width modulation 

(PWM) signals. Then the current reference is obtained by 

dividing the reference active power and reactive power (Pref, 



Qref) by the actual voltage (u). Compared to the P-Q control, 

the V-f control is more complicated because more PI 

controllers are required in the outer voltage loop and the inner 

current loop. By making use of these two control methods, the 

Microgrid can operate healthily in both the grid-connected and 

islanded modes. 
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Fig.2. P-Q control. 
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Fig.3. V-f control. 

B. The stability analysis of the inverter 

In order to analyze the stability of the control strategy and to 

select suitable parameter settings of the PI controller, a small 

signal model of an inverter is established after converting the 

data to the d axis and q axis through a Park transform. The 

control parameter settings of the inverter are shown in Table 

Ⅱ. Taking the V-f control strategy, which is presented in Fig.3, 

as an example, the state variable Δx is: 
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The input variable Δu is defined as: 

  
T

i Bd Bqu u u                                     (2) 

The output variable Δy is equal to: 

 
T

i d qy i i                                         (3) 

Therefore, the small signal model of the inverter under the 

V-f control is: 

x A x B u

y C x

    

  

                              (4) 

Because the outer voltage control loop is in series with the 

inner current control loop, the total proportional gain (kp) can 

be regarded as the product of kp in these two control loops, 

while the total integral time constant (ki) can be seen as the 

product of ki in these two control loops. For the purpose of 

simplifying the analysis, kp (or ki) in the outer voltage loop is 

equal to that in the inner current control loop.  

Based on the data in Table Ⅱ and Table Ⅲ, five pairs of 

eigenvalues of the state matrix A can be obtained. When kp 

varies from 0.01 to 100, and the other control parameters are 

constant, the most representative root locus of this system is 

shown in Fig.4. It can be seen that the real part of the 

eigenvalue decreases until kp is equal to 1. Then the real part of 

the eigenvalue increases. Hence, the damping of the system 

reaches its maximum value when kp is 1, and the stability of the 

system is its best at this point. 

When ki changes from 0.0001 to 1, and the other control 

parameters are invariable, Fig.5 shows the root locus for one 

pair of eigenvalues. It can be found that the real part of the 

eigenvalue reduces with an increase in ki. Therefore, the system 

is stable. 

By analyzing the root locus of each eigenvalue, the most 

suitable values for kp and ki are selected. Due to space 

limitations, the stability and small signal model of the inverter 

under the P-Q control strategy are not discussed in this paper. 

However, the parameter settings of the PI controller under the 

P-Q strategy can be found in Table Ⅱ. 

III. HYBRID PROTECTION SCHEME 

In Fig.1, two kinds of loads are considered in the Microgrid 

 

Fig.5. The root locus of an inverter under different integral time 

constant values. 

 

 

 

Fig.4. The root locus of an inverter under different proportional 

gain values. 

 



system: a non-sensitive load in feeder 1 and sensitive loads in 

feeders 2 and 3. Because the power flow through a feeder 

without DGs is unidirectional, the inverse-time overcurrent 

protection is applied to feeder 1 which contains a non-sensitive 

load [28]. However, for feeder 2 and feeder 3, the inverse-time 

overcurrent protection cannot be used because the power flows 

on these two feeders are bi-directional. Therefore, the biased 

differential protection that relies on measuring the two end 

electrical variables is used. The principles of these two kinds of 

protection methods are discussed below. 
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Fig.6. A flow chart of the control and protection. 
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Fig.7. Characteristic of the inverse-time overcurrent protection. 

A. Inverse-time overcurrent protection 

The inverse-time overcurrent protection is based on 

measuring the fault current through a relay. When the fault 

current is bigger than the setting value, the relay operates to trip 

the related circuit breaker [29]. The tripping time has an 

inversely proportional relationship with the fault current. For a 

bigger fault current, the relay operates more quickly [30]. The 

characteristic of the inverse-time overcurrent protection is 

illustrated in Fig.7, and time-current equations used in this 

paper are: 
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where ttrip is the operating time of a tripping; treset represents the 

operating time of a resetting; tr is the reset time when the 

current is zero; TD represents the time dial options; M 

represents the ratio of the actual current to the rated current; 

and A, B, K and p are the time constant values of the operation 

characteristic. 

B. Biased differential protection 

The basic principle of this method is to compare the 

directional current of two terminals on the line and have the 

relays send tripping signals to the corresponding circuit 

breakers for the purpose of protecting electrical equipment. 

However, in the Microgrids, there are two cases which refer to 

faults in the feeder or out of the feeder, as illustrated in Fig.8 

and Fig.9, respectively. Assume that the current flowing from 

the bus to the circuit line is positive. Then the current that goes 

from the circuit line to the bus is seen as negative. Therefore, if 

a fault happens between bus 1 and bus 2, the total directional 

current will be the sum of I1 (positive) and I2 (positive) as 

illustrated in Fig.8. However, if the fault is not in the area 

between bus 1 and bus 2, as shown in Fig.9, the direction of the 

fault current is opposite (I1 is positive and I2 is negative). As a 

result, the total current in the faulted point is equal to zero, and 

the differential protection does not operate for this case. 
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Fig.8. Case One: a fault between two feeders. 
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Table I 

The parameters of the Microgird 

Component Main grid Transformer Load 1 Load 2 Load 3 

Data 10kV 
25MVA 

10kV/0.4kV 

0.18MW+ 

j0.06MVar 

0.06MW+ 

j0.0195MVar 

0.06MW+ 

j0.0195MVar 

Table Ⅱ  

The control parameter settings of the inverter 

Control parameter 
V-f control P-Q control 

Inner current control loop Outer voltage control loop Current control loop 

Proportional gain 1 1 20 

Integral time constant 0.04 0.04 0.001 

 



Fig.9. Case Two: a fault outside of two feeders. 

Based on the principle of differential protection, the biased 

differential protection is used for DGs in feeder 2 and 3. Fig.10 

shows the characteristic of this strategy. First the differential 

current and biased current are calculated from the measured 

data of the current transformers. Once the point (Ibias, Idiff) is in 

the trip area, the relay will operate to isolate the fault. The trip 

and no trip areas are divided by different slopes (K1 and K2). 

The expressions for the differential and bias current are: 

1 2diffI I I                                      (7) 

1 2

2
bias

I I
I


                                    (8) 

where I1 and I2 are the phasor currents of the secondary current 

transformer. 

The characteristic of the biased differential protection can be 

expressed as: 

If 2bias sI I , 1 1diff bias SI K I I                      (9) 

If 2bias sI I ,  2 1 2 2 1diff bias S SI K I K K I I           (10) 

where K1 and K2 are the settings of the percentage bias, and 

IS1 is the minimum pickup current of the relay. 

IS2
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Fig.10. Characteristic of the biased differential protection. 

C. Parameter settings for relays 

By using the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) in MATLAB, 

the simulation result in PSCAD can be transformed from the 

time domain to the frequency domain. Therefore, the features 

of fault currents are easily obtained. Then the parameters of the 

overcurrent and current differential relays can be set after the 

calculations.  

Taking a single phase to ground fault in the grid-connected 

mode (fault 2) as an example, the amplitude and phase values 

of the DG1 side fault current which are converted by a FFT 

algorithm are presented in Fig.11. Making use of (7) and (8), 

the differential and biased current can be calculated by: 

2 3 1.3080 1.2967 3.2882 1.0189diff CT CTI I I j j       

5.1466kA                          (11) 

 2 3

1

2
bias CT CTI I I    

 
1

1.3080 1.2967 3.2882 1.0189 2.6421
2

j j kA       (12) 

The other fault current values in the frequency domain under 

different operating modes and fault types are presented in 

Table Ⅳ. Meanwhile, Table Ⅴ shows all of the calculation 

results of the differential and bias current. Then these 

calculation results can be labelled on the characteristic curve of 

the biased differential protection shown in Fig.12. These 

faulted points should in the tripping area for the purpose of 

opening the corresponding circuit breakers to isolate a fault in 

any fault case.  

According to [31], the percentage bias setting of the biased 

differential protection is 0.3-0.8 in the general case, and it is 

recommended to keep the percentage bias setting bigger than 

Table III 

Initial conditions of the system 

Component Ud (V) Uq (V) id (A) iq (A) ild (A) ilq (A) UBd (A) UBq (A) ω(A) 

Data 328 0 125 15 125 20 328 0 377 

 

Table Ⅳ 

Fault current in the frequency domain 

Fault conditions 

Grid-connected mode Islanded mode 

Single phase to ground fault Three phase fault Single phase to ground fault Three phase fault 

IDG Igrid IDG Igrid IDG Igrid IDG Igrid 

Amplitude (kA) 1.3080 3.2882 0.4824 31.3746 0.2235 1.6280 0.1484 1.0469 

Phase (rad) -1.2967 -1.0189 0.03754 -0.06779 0.6963 0.5941 0.7212 1.3501 

 

Table Ⅴ 

Differential and bias current values 

Fault conditions 
Grid-connected mode Islanded mode 

Single phase to ground fault Three phase fault Single phase to ground fault Three phase fault 

Idiff (kA) 5.1466 31.8570 2.2568 2.3914 

Ibias (kA) 2.6421 15.9293 1.2322 1.2224 

 



0.5. However, the percentage bias setting should rely on the 

operating data of devices, and malfunctions should be taken 

into account in real power systems. Therefore, the percentage 

bias setting depends more on the real operating conditions of 

the system, and this value is easy to reset by applying the 

microcomputer protection. There is no principle for the 

parameter settings of the biased differential protection in the 

Microgrid. Therefore, in this paper, the percentage bias settings 

for K1 and K2 are set to 0.5 and 1.5 respectively in order to 

ensure the reliable operation of the circuit breaker for different 

fault cases. Finally, the operation equations of the biased 

differential protection are determined by: 

When 2biasI kA , 0.5 0.05diff biasI I                (13) 

When 2biasI kA , 1.5 1.95diff biasI I                (14) 

For the inverse-time overcurrent protection, a FFT can also 

be used for transforming the fault current from the time domain 

to the frequency domain. Therefore, the pickup current of the 

overcurrent relay is easy to obtain, and the other fixed 

parameter settings for the overcurrent relay are shown in Table 

Ⅵ [32]. 
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Fig.11. Amplitude and phase values of the DG1 side fault current 

in the frequency domain under fault 2. (a) The amplitude value. (b) 

The phase value. 
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Fig.12. Characteristic curve of the biased differential protection for 

the simulation model. 

IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

In this section, different kinds of faults are tested in a 

Microgrid model to evaluate the validity of the proposed 

protection scheme. One is a single phase to ground fault, which 

is the most common type of fault in electrical power systems. 

The other one is a three phase fault, which represents the most 

serious type of fault in Microgrids. For each kind of fault, three 

fault scenarios are defined. Fault 1 and fault 2 are applied to 

feeder 1 (without a DG) and to feeder 2 (with DG1) 

independently in the grid-connected mode, while fault 3 occurs 

on feeder 3 (with DG2) in the islanded mode as shown in Fig.1. 

Table Ⅵ  lists the main parameters of the inverse-time 

overcurrent protection and the biased differential protection. 

The working process of the proposed protection scheme is 

illustrated in Fig.6. When the Microgrid operates in the 

grid-connected mode, all three feeders are connected to the 

main grid. If a fault occurs on feeder 1, it should be detected by 

the inverse-time overcurrent protection. Then the circuit 

breaker on feeder 1 (BRK1) should open to isolate the fault 

after receiving the tripping signal from the relay. The biased 

differential protection is used to protect feeder 2. Therefore, 

BRK2 and BRK3 operate if a fault occurs on feeder 2. First, 

the differential current and biased current are calculated based 

on the fault current from CT2 and CT3. Second, the relay sends 

tripping signals to BRK2 and BRK3 if the point (Ibias, Idiff) is in 

the trip area. After that, the fault can be isolated from the 

system by opening BRK2 and BRK3. Because the duration 

time of every fault is 0.5s, all of the circuit breakers which 

open in fault conditions reclose again after 0.5s. Then the 

system can recover to the normal operating condition. The 

protection process of feeder 3 in the islanded mode is similar to 

that of feeder 2 in the grid-connected mode. The only 

difference is that BRK4 and BRK5 are responsible for 

protecting feeder 3.  

A simulation model of a Microgrid and the related protection 

schemes are established in PSCAD and presented in Fig.13. 

Four cases are discussed and the main simulation results for 

different fault scenarios and operating modes are illustrated. 



A. Single phase to ground fault in the grid-connected mode 

In order to check the validity of the protection schemes when 

the Microgrid operates in the grid-connected mode, phase C to 

ground faults are applied to feeder 1 and feeder 2. Because 

there is no sensitive load and the power flow on feeder 1 is 

unidirectional, the inverse-time overcurrent protection is 

applied on feeder 1. Fig.14 shows the phase C current of feeder 

1. It can be seen that the phase C current suddenly becomes 

high when the fault occurs at 1.5s, and the fault only lasts for 

few seconds before it is cleared by BRK1 on feeder 1. The 

state change of BRK1 can be seen from Fig.15. It changes from 

0 to 1 when fault 1 occurs, and BRK1 closes again 2s after the 

fault is isolated from the system. As a result, the system 

operates healthily after 2s. Therefore, the inverse-time 

overcurrent protection scheme is able to detect the fault in 

feeder 1, and the related circuit breakers can operate to isolate 

the fault. 

The biased differential protection is used to protect the 

Table Ⅵ 

Parameter of the inverse-time overcurrent protection and the biased differential protection 

Component 
Inverse-time overcurrent protection Biased differential protection 

A B K P tr q TD IS1 K1 IS2 K2 

Data 0.0104 0.0226 0 0.02 1.08 2 0.1 0.6 0.2 2 1.5 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.13. Simulation model in PSCAD. (a) Microgrid model. (b) Protection model. 



sensitive load on feeder 2 against fault 2. This protection 

scheme is based on calculating the values of differential 

currents and biased currents. These values are obtained from 

CT2 and CT3 which measure the current in the DG side and 

the grid side. Simulation curves of the phase C current in the 

DG1 side and grid side are presented in Fig.16. This figure 

shows that both the current of phase C in the DG1 side and grid 

side increases rapidly at 2s when the single phase C to ground 

fault happens. It also shows that the fault current from the grid 

side is much larger than that from the DG1 side. In order to 

ensure the power supply in the other part of the system during 

the fault, the biased differential protection detects this fault and 

sends tripping signals to the circuit breakers (BRK2 and 

BRK3) located on both sides of the fault point. Since fault 2 

lasts for a 0.5s duration, BRK2 and BRK3 reclose at 2.5s. Then 

the current goes back to its normal value. 
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Fig.14. Simulated current of phase C in feeder 1 under a phase C to 

ground fault (fault 1). 
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Fig.15. State change of the circuit breaker in feeder 1 under a 

phase C to ground fault (fault 1). 
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(b) 

Fig.16. Simulated current of phase C in feeder 2 under a phase C to 

ground fault (fault 2). (a) The current in the DG1 side. (b) The 

current in the grid side. 
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Fig.17. Simulated voltage of phase C in feeder 2 under a three 

phase fault (fault 2). (a) Voltage variation during fault 2. (b) 

Voltage variation after isolating fault 2. 

B. Three phase fault in the grid-connected mode  

The simulation results of a three phase fault on feeder 1 are 

similar to those of a phase C to ground fault except for a larger 

fault current. In addition, the inverse-time overcurrent 

protection is able to detect and the isolate three phase fault on 

feeder 1 without a sensitive load. When the three phase fault 

(fault 2) occurs on feeder 2, the voltage of the DG1 side (the 

blue line) and grid side (the green line) are shown in Fig.17. 

The voltages of both the DG1 side and the grid side oscillate 

when fault 2 occurs at 2s. Then fault 2 is detected by the biased 

differential protection and related circuit breakers open to clear 

the fault. Therefore, the voltage of the DG1 side becomes zero, 

while the voltage of grid side is stable after the oscillation. At 

about 2.5s, BRK2 and BRK 3 close again, and the voltage of 

the DG1 side becomes equal to the voltage of the grid side after 

the synchronization process. Because the DG1 is controlled by 

the P-Q method, the active power and reactive power of the 



DG1 should remain constant (0.04MW and 0.01MVar) as 

shown in Fig.18. Therefore, it is concluded that the control 

strategy and protection scheme are effective in the 

grid-connected mode. 
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Fig.18. Simulated active power and reactive power in the DG1 side 

and grid side under a three phase fault (fault 2). (a) Active power. 

(b) Reactive power. 

C. Single phase to ground fault in the islanded mode 

To ensure the power supply of some sensitive loads, the 

operating mode of a Microgrid changes to the isolated mode if 

a fault happens in the main grid. On this occasion, the PCC and 

the SS open, and load 1 is separated from the network. In order 

to regulate the voltage and frequency of the Microgrid, the 

control strategy of DG1 changes from the P-Q control to the 

V-f control, while DG2 is still regulated by the P-Q control 

method. Because load 2 and load 3 are sensitive loads and the 

power flow on these two feeders are bidirectional, feeder 2 and 

feeder 3 are protected by the biased differential protection. 

Fig.19 shows the current of phase C in the whole simulation 

process when a phase C to ground fault (fault 3) occurs on 

feeder 3. The network operates in the grid-connected mode 

before the Microgrid is disconnected from the main grid at 1s, 

and the phase C current becomes stable after the oscillation. 

Then fault 3 happens at 2s, and the current on both sides of the 

fault point goes up immediately. Based on calculating the 

differential and biased current from the DG2 side and the grid 

side, it can be found that this fault current is in the trip area. 

Therefore, the relay sends tripping signals to the related circuit 

breakers. The states of BRK4 and BRK5 change from 0 to 1 at 

2s, and the currents of phase C both in the DG2 side and the 

grid side reduces to 0 at the same time. Therefore, the single 

phase to ground fault can be separated from the network 

successfully by applying the biased differential protection. The 

islanded Microgrid can slowly return to the normal condition 

after 2.5s. 
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Fig.19. Phase C current in feeder 3 under a phase C to ground fault 

(fault 3). (a) Current in the grid side. (b) Current in the DG2 side. 

D. Three phase fault in the islanded mode      

Compared to the phase C current when a single phase to 

ground fault occurs on feeder 3, the phase C current is much 

bigger when a three phase fault occurs on feeder 3. Luckily, the 

biased differential protection is able to detect this fault and 

tripping signals are sent to circuit breakers on both the DG2 

side (BRK5) and the grid side (BRK4). Therefore, fault 3 can 

be isolated when the Microgrid operates in the islanded mode 

regardless of whether the fault type is a single phase to ground 

or a three phase fault.   

Since the Microgrid operates in the islanded mode, it loses 

the support of the voltage and frequency from the main grid. In 

this case, the V-f control takes the place of the main grid to 

regulate the voltage and frequency in the Microgrid. Since the 

stable operation of a Microgrid is very important, load 

variation cases are added in this part in order to verify the 

effectiveness of the control strategy. Fig.20 and Fig.21 show 

detailed simulation results when the system operates in 

different situations.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
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Fig.20. Voltage of a Microgrid in the islanded mode. 
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Fig.21. Frequency of a Microgrid in the islanded mode. 

Before 1s, the Microgrid operates in the grid-connected 

mode with a voltage ramp up time of 0.1s, and the total load 

demand of load 2 and load 3 is 0.12MW+j0.039MVar. The 

Microgrid is separated from the main grid at 1s, and it operates 

in the islanded mode. After that, the active power of load 2 

increases to 0.08MW at 2s and load 3 remains constant. 

Because DG2 is controlled by the P-Q method and it outputs 

unchanging power, the output power of DG1 goes up to meet 

the increased load demand. Meanwhile, the voltage and 

frequency of the Microgrid system can be kept stable under the 

V-f control applied in DG1. The three phase fault occurs on 

feeder 3 at 3s. Therefore, the voltage drops a lot and the output 

power from DG2 becomes zero. Then the fault is cleared by 

the biased differential protection and the related circuit 

breakers on feeder 3 close again after 0.5s. The root mean 

square (RMS) value of the voltage can recover to 0.4kV after 

the oscillation. At 4.5s, load 3 reduces from 

0.06MW+j0.0195MVar to 0.02MW+j0.0005MVar and the 

output power of DG1 decreases.  

In the whole simulation process, the voltage and frequency 

of the Microgrid can recover to the normal value even under a 

three phase fault, and the fluctuations of the voltage and 

frequency are tiny under load variation conditions. DG2 is 

controlled by the P-Q method. Therefore, the output power 

from DG2 is constant when the Microgrid operates in the 

normal case. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed 

control strategy and protection scheme is able to ensure the 

stability of the Microgrid.     
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Fig.22. Active power and reactive power in both the DG2 side and 

the grid side under a three phase fault (fault 3). (a) The active 

power. (b) The reactive power. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper focus on simulating and analyzing a hybrid 

control and protection scheme for a Microgrid. In the proposed 

control strategy, DGs are regulated by the P-Q control and V-f 

control in different operating modes. The inverse-time 

overcurrent protection and the biased differential protection 

methods are used for protecting different kinds of loads in the 

Microgrid model. The feeder with a non-sensitive load is 

protected by the inverse-time overcurrent protection method, 

while the feeder with DGs is protected by the biased 

differential protection method. From the simulation result, it 

can be seen that this protection scheme is able to protect both 

kinds of feeders in the grid-connected and islanded modes. In 

addition, the stability of the Microgrid is high under the 

proposed control strategy whether the fault type is a single 

phase to ground fault or a three phase fault.  
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